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+e work state of a launch vehicle is generally interpreted automatically on software. However, the sheer number of target
parameters makes it difficult to realize real-time interpretation, and abnormal interpretation result does not necessarily mean that
the vehicle is in abnormal state. +is paper introduces the edge computing to achieve on-line interpretation and real-time
diagnosis of a single launch vehicle. Firstly, the parameters to be interpreted were subjected to thresholding, leaving only those
with high interpretation value. Next, the interpretation server layer of the real-time diagnosis model was built based on the
attribute and value reduction algorithm of variable precision rough set (VPRS). Moreover, the higher-grade criteria were written
in criterion modeling language (CML) and used to interpret the various higher-grade interpretation data pushed by the edge layer
in real time. On this basis, the outputs of the edge layer and interpretation server layer were integrated to achieve the real-time
diagnosis of single vehicle faults. Finally, the proposed model was proved feasible through the application in a launch vehicle.

1. Introduction

During the “Twelfth Five-Year Plan” and “+irteenth Five-
Year Plan” period, China’s launch vehicle and weapon
models entered a high-density launch period, and the re-
search model entered a critical period of development.
Compared with the past, the launch task is heavy and the test
cycle is significantly shortened. In the process of test and
launch, the measurement data interpretation is an important
part, which is directly related to the function and perfor-
mance judgment and evaluation of each system of the air-
craft [1, 2].

In the current telemetry and other parameter inter-
pretations of launch vehicle, the parameter data received by
the system in real time are generally saved. After the test is
finished, all the data of all parameters stored in the disk are
processed uniformly, and then, in the interpretation server,
the automatic interpretation software is used for interpre-
tation, and generally a fixed threshold comparison is used.
+e statistical results show that the time allocation of the
launch vehicle to perform a total inspection test at the

shooting range is 30% for test preparation and 40% for
power-on test, and the remaining 30% is for postprocessing
and interpretation [1].

However, CZ3, cz5, cz7, and other new rocket models
adopt a high bit rate measurement system, with many fast-
changing parameters and large volume of data, resulting in
heavy interpretation workload, long interpretation time, and
increased risk of misjudgment. Especially for attitude con-
trol and guidance profession, the workload of interpretation
is larger. +erefore, the amount of parameter data to be
interpreted is extremely large, and the interpretation server
needs to carry out complex analysis processing such as path
selection for the whole package of data before automatic
interpretation [2]. +e hysteresis nature of interpretation
results caused by after-event interpretation makes it im-
possible to find and locate problems in the first place and on
the spot and then to grasp the real-time status of the rocket,
which has seriously affected the quality and progress of the
rocket range test. After the test, the state of the rocket based
on the interpretation afterwards is also meaningless due to
the lack of timeliness and accuracy. +erefore, only if the
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time for data processing and interpretation is infinitely
shortened, real-time on-line interpretation is achieved, and
the speed and accuracy of condition diagnosis are improved
can it meet the needs of modern rocket range testing [3].

It can be seen that the problems of the current auto-
interpretation system of the launch vehicle include the
following: the hysteresis nature is caused by the large
amount of data as well as the use of after-event interpre-
tation; most of the criterions are threshold criterions, which
are single and lack intelligence; the computing resources of
the interpretation server are mostly used for threshold
comparison of large amounts of normal data parameters, as
well as lack of focus and special attention on key parameters
or over limit data that truly reflect the fault status of the
equipment. +erefore, at present, although the auto-
interpretation software is a great workload and long period
by hand, it is inefficient and inaccurate. Domestic and
foreign scholars have also conducted extensive research on
this issue.

In Guo et al.’s research [4], for several types of pa-
rameters of the rocket range, the median filtering algorithm
is used to achieve smooth filtering of the step parameters and
pulse parameters. A bilateral multipoint threshold judgment
method is designed to automatically and accurately identify
the step parameters and realize automatic auxiliary inter-
pretation function, but this method is limited to step pa-
rameters and pulse parameters, and it is not applicable to a
large number of slowly varying parameters that are difficult
to interpret; Shi et al. [5] believed that an open interpretation
function compiling platform is proposed based on the re-
search background of on-orbit fault diagnosis. From the
perspective of the architecture design of the telemetry pa-
rameter interpretation platform and from the perspective of
the architecture design of the telemetry parameter inter-
pretation platform, the composition, implementation
technical details, and interpretation rules of the platform are
discussed, but the analysis of the telemetry parameter in-
terpretation method is lacking. Dong et al. [6] proposed a
novel method of automatic interpretation using linear
prediction method and prediction method based on GM (1,
1) model to solve the problem of slow-varying telemetry
parameters changing. To some extent, this method can re-
alize the interpretation of slow variation parameter but lacks
the mining of historical data of telemetry parameters. Based
on the statistical characteristics of historical data, Hu et al.
[7] put forward a more comprehensive content and a view
calendar in view of the weak link of the existing rocket flight
data comparison and achieved the same parameter history
data comparison function and also achieved the slicing
viewing function for the step type signal of severe jump;
however, this research mainly focuses on the historical te-
lemetry parameter data and lacks the consideration of
massive real-time data interpretation and real-time diag-
nosis; Li et al. [8] believed that a new method of automatic
interpretation of telemetry slow variation parameter based
on the statistical characteristics of historical data is pro-
posed, which can effectively identify abnormal parameters in
the slow variation parameter. Compared with the traditional
manual interpretation method, this method can effectively

improve the efficiency and accuracy of the interpretation of
telemetry parameters but still does not achieve a real real-
time interpretation. Guo et al. [9] proposed an intelligent
fault diagnosis method for aeroengine sensors combining a
deep learning algorithm (CNN) with time-frequency anal-
ysis, wherein the signal recognition problem is transformed
into an image recognition problem. In this paper, a large
amount of historical data is used for CNN model training,
which is still after diagnosis and does not take real-time
diagnosis as the research goal. Glowacz [10] described fault
diagnosis method based on analysis of thermal images. It was
found that REEID-3- CLASSES of the backpropagation neural
network (97.91%) was slightly lower than the result of the
NN (100%). +e results of the experimental analysis showed
usefulness of the proposed approach.+is approach can find
application for protection of rotating machinery and
engines.

In recent years, with the universal application of the
Internet of +ings technology and the gradual rise of edge
computing technology, it is urgent to use these new tech-
nologies to technically reconstruct the autointerpretation
system of the launch vehicle. In this paper, a “double-layer
interpretation” architecture of edge-interpretation server
layer is proposed, which has achieved good results in actual
rocket range tests. It has realized on-line automatic inter-
pretation and real-time diagnosis, which verifies the effec-
tiveness and practicability of the method.

+e remainder of this article is arranged as follows:
Section 2 describes the concept and construction process of
“double-layer interpretation” and gives its network topology
diagram and software framework diagram; Section 3 de-
scribes the role and the specific data flow of edge inter-
pretation and clarifies the significance and innovation of
introducing the edge interpretation layer; Section 4 describes
the work undertaken by the interpretation server layer,
introduces the original CML criterion syntax and the format
of higher-grade criterion, and gives the process of extracting
the simplest diagnostic rules by VPRS step by step. In
Section 5, the effectiveness of the proposed strategy is
verified by a project example. Firstly, the construction
process of the edge interpretation layer is described in detail
according to Section 2. +en, the specific process of higher-
grade interpretation is shown through the software interface
in Section 3. Finally, a specific example is given to show the
detailed steps of using VPRS to extract the simplest diag-
nostic rules for real-time interpretation. In Section 6, we get
our final conclusion; that is, the “double-layer interpreta-
tion” strategy can realize on-line interpretation and real-
time diagnosis of single equipment of launch vehicle. +e
block diagram of the research is shown in Figure 1.

2. On-Line Interpretation Architecture

+e “double-layer interpretation” of the edge-interpretation
server layer mainly includes two aspects: Firstly, at the edge,
the source of data generation usually refers to the rocket or
the general inspection workshop, and the existing sensors
and other data acquisition equipment upgrade hardware to
make it an edge computing node, giving it the ability to
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perform simple calculations, small-scale data storage, and
data transmission. For devices that are not convenient to
upgrade, a data collection box can be deployed separately as
an edge computing node. +e edge computing nodes dis-
tributed in different subsystems or data sources constitute
the edge-interpretation layer. Each node collects the te-
lemetry parameters of each corresponding equipment in real
time and compares the threshold directly in the node. Most
of the normal data that have not exceeded the limit will be
selectively transmitted out after local aggregation within the
edge node according to the set time interval, and all data that
exceed or are about to exceed the limit will be specially
marked and immediately transmitted out. Secondly, a new
higher-grade criterion is added to the traditional interpre-
tation server. Meanwhile, a diagnosis model is established by
VPRS data mining method. +e relationship between pa-
rameter overrun and equipment status is mined from the
previous fault data of equipment, the importance of different
interpretation parameters is analyzed quantitatively, and
accurate and highly simplified diagnosis rules are deduced.
Finally, for the high-value parameter interpretation data
from the edge interpretation layer in real time, the higher-
grade criterion is used for in-depth interpretation. If the
interpretation result is abnormal, it is substituted into the
diagnosis model for state diagnosis.

+e “double-layer interpretation” network deployment
topology is shown in Figure 2, and its software architecture is
shown in Figure 3.

3. Edge Interpretation

Compared with the remote computing mode of cloud or
dedicated server, edge computing refers to localized data
collection, instant computing, real-time on-line diagnosis,
timely response, and precise control at the data source close
to the physical environment [11, 12]. Edge computing in-
tegrates the functions of computing, storage, and

transmission into the equipment, so that data can be pro-
cessed in a timely and effective manner near the source of the
collection without being transferred to a cloud server, which
will greatly improve data processing efficiency and value
density and reduce cloud server concentration load of
processing data [13, 14].

In the “double-layer interpretation” architecture, the
edge-interpretation layer undertakes important functions
such as raw data collection, data cleaning, data threshold
interpretation, data sieving, and uploading. According to the
distribution of data sources, edge nodes are allocated and
deployed reasonably, and each edge node collects the pa-
rameters of the corresponding subsystem or stand-alone
equipment. In the edge node, the threshold criterion cor-
responding to the acquisition parameters is stored in ad-
vance. At the same time, an over limit recognition area is
added based on the fixed upper and lower limit of the
threshold criterion. +e range of the recognition area is
slightly larger than the threshold range. +e massive pa-
rameter of real-time data is first compared with the corre-
sponding threshold in the edge node. For most normal data
that are within the threshold and do not enter the over-limit
identification area, they are temporarily stored in the in-
ternal buffer of the edge node, and then the maximum and
minimum values of the data in this period are selected at a
certain interval and sent to the interpretation server. For a
few abnormal data that exceed the threshold range, they are
immediately uploaded to the interpretation server. For data
that enter the over-limit identification area but do not exceed
the threshold for the time being, they are closely followed by
measures to increase the collection frequency.+e flow chart
of edge-interpretation layer data is shown in Figure 4.

+e main purpose of the edge-interpretation layer is to
transfer the simple but heavy work of parameter threshold
comparison from server to multiple edge computing nodes
for distributed parallel interpretation. According to the
interpretation results, more valuable or abnormal data is
screened into the interpretation server. In this way, not only
can the amount of data in interpretation server be greatly
reduced, but also the efficiency of interpretation can be
effectively improved, and real-time on-line interpretation of
data can be realized.

4. Interpretation Server

At present, most of the autointerpretation systems use
threshold criterion or fixed value upper and lower limit
criterion [15]. When the judged parameter data exceeds the
threshold, it is regarded as a parameter anomaly.+is kind of
criterion is mainly applied to the interpretation of a large
number of slow variation parameters such as voltage, cur-
rent, temperature, and pressure. +e advantage of the
threshold criterion is that the calculation is simple and the
reading speed is fast, but it can only simply reflect whether
the parameter is within the set threshold range. However, if
the parameter exceeds the threshold value, it does not mean
that the single equipment is faulty. +e fuzzy mapping re-
lationship between the two usually needs to be defined by an
expert system or even manually, which often causes the
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Figure 1: Block diagram of the research.
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problem of “judgment is not allowed,” so that the inter-
pretation work only stays in the judgment of whether the
parameter is abnormal, and loses the function of diagnosing
the fault state of the equipment.

In view of this, at the interpretation server layer, a new
criterion description language is first defined to describe
more complex and intelligent higher-grade criteria. +e

parameters are selected by the edge layer threshold criterion;
according to their characteristics, write corresponding
higher-grade criteria, perform higher-grade interpretation
and obtain the interpretation results, and store them in the
HBase distributed database. +en, make full use of the
historical parameter data of the single equipment’s faults and
establish a diagnostic model.
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+ere are many methods to establish the diagnostic
model [10]. Considering the need to extract the most
simplified diagnostic rules, the algorithm is required to have
the ability of parameter reduction and value reduction. So,
we adopt variable precision rough set (VPRS) theory and use
its attribute dependency and importance calculation
methods to quantitatively analyze the parameter interpre-
tation results and the equipment status association rela-
tionship and degree of correlation and dig out the key
parameters that affect the working status of the equipment.
With the help of attribute reduction and value reduction
algorithms of VPRS, diagnostic rules are extracted and fi-
nally accumulated into a diagnostic rule base. +erefore, the
fault status of the device can be inferred intuitively based on
the parameter interpretation results, breaking the barrier
between autointerpretation and fault diagnosis and realizing
the on-line interpretation and real-time status diagnosis of
the single equipment.

4.1. CML Criterion Description Language. At present, most
of the criteria are described by natural language. How to
accurately convert the criteria to computer language is the
first key technology to realize autointerpretation. In order to
solve the above problems, a computer advanced language
CML (criterion modeling language) containing grammar
and semantics is designed before the interpretation platform

to implement attitude control, guidance, power, electrical
overall, and measurement system or professional criterion
description, mathematical modeling, and auto-
interpretation, while automatically generating data inter-
pretation analysis report. As shown in Table 1, CML includes
identifier, expression, and criterion syntax.

4.1.1. Identifier. +e identifier is used to identify the valid
character sequence of the variables and functions. It is
stipulated that the identifier can only consist of three
characters: letters, numbers, and underscores, and the first
character must be a letter or an underscore. In CML, there
are two main types of identifiers:

(1) Keywords. 32 keywords are specified, such as diff,
mp, CP, and envelope. +ey have specific uses and
meanings and cannot be used as variable names.

(2) System predefined identifier. Some examples are the
names of library functions provided by the system,
such as sin and cos.

4.1.2. Expression. Expressions are the basic unit of a sen-
tence. Expressions are used in time periods, processing
formulas, criterion formulas, and errors. Commonly used
expressions are shown in Table 1.
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4.1.3. Criterion Grammar. +e basic syntax format of the
criterion is shown in Figure 5, including the parameters to be
judged, start time, end time, criterion formula, positive
error, and negative error. In automatic interpretation, the
calculation result of the criterion formula is compared with
the value of the parameter to be judged and whether the
difference between the two is within the range of positive and
negative errors. Among them, if the start time is empty, it
means interpretation starts from the first point, and if the
end time is empty, it means interpretation ends at the last
point.

4.2. Higher-Grade Criterion

4.2.1. Key Points Criterion. +e key points criterion is used
to interpret the value of the parameter at the specified time.
In the interpretation algorithm part, several sets of keys
(time, value) pairs are given. In the autointerpretation, the
criterion will obtain the real data values of the parameters to
be judged at several key points and make a difference with
the theoretical value of the set key points to determine
whether the difference is within the range of positive and
negative errors.

4.2.2. Change Points Criterion. +e operator CP is used to
describe and interpret when the value of the parameter to be
judged changes. In the interpretation algorithm part, several
pairs of change points (value, time) are given. In the au-
tomatic interpretation, the criterion obtains the time when
the real-time value of the parameter to be judged is equal to
the value of the change point and makes a difference with the
set theoretical time of the corresponding change point to
determine whether the difference is within the range of
positive and negative errors.

4.2.3. Consistency Criterion. +e operator MP is used for
description. When the interpretation is performed, the first
parameter is used as the reference parameter, and the
subsequent parameter values are different from the first
parameter value point by point to determine whether the

difference is within the allowed error range. Consistency
criterion is usually used to judge those parameters that
theoretically require consistent change trends. At the same
time, in the diagnostic model, the interpretation results can
be combined and processed to reduce the amount of model
parameters and speed up the training speed.

4.2.4. Envelope Criterion. Take the data of multiple tests of
the same parameter and take out the minimum and max-
imum values point by point and save them. All the minimum
values form the lower envelope curve of the parameter, and
the maximum value forms the upper envelope curve. By
calculating whether the real-time point is over envelope or
the degree of over envelope, abnormal situations such as
outliers, data noise points, and data disturbance are
identified.

4.2.5. Frame Dropping Analysis Criterion. It is specifically
used for the frame count parameter to determine whether
the difference between each frame count and the previous
frame count is 1 and to confirm whether there is a frame loss
situation. Generally, the default is full-time interpretation.
For example, diff (“frameCount,” 1, 65536) means that each
data point is directly different from the previous data point.
If the difference is less than 0, 65536 is added for calculation.
If the theoretical value is 1, it means that no frame is
dropped. If the difference is greater than 1, it means that
there is a frame loss.

4.3. Variable Precision Rough Set. Variable precision rough
set (VPRS), as a mathematical method to solve the nonlinear
correspondence problem, canmine potential knowledge and
rules from massive data without prior knowledge [16–18].

Table 1: Table of expressions in CML.

Expression name Expression meaning

Operator expression Expression 1 operator expression 2, operators include +−∗ /arithmetic operator and &&;||not logical
operators

Function call expression Function name (expression 1, expression 2, . . ., expression n),” functions include system built-in
mathematical functions and user-defined functions

Take parameter value
expression

P (parameter code [point index]) P (Ujd)−P (Ujd[−1]) calculates the difference between the current point
value and the previous point value of parameter Ujd

Take parameter time
expression

T (parameter code [point index]) T(Ujd)−T(Ujd [1]) calculating the difference between the current time
and the next time of parameter Ujd.

Instruction action time
expression

Parameter code switch symbol the sequence of occurrence “↑” indicates ON, “↓” indicates OFF, Tqf↑3
indicates the time when the third switching state of parameter Tqf is ON

Parameter summation
expression

Sum (enter expression, number expression) sum (P(Uz), 3) represents the value of the parameter Uz that is
the sum of the first 3 points from the current point

Difference expression Diff (input expression, compensation amount) diff (frameCount, 65536) calculates whether the difference
between the adjacent values of frameCount is 1

Usf1
↑

Parameters 
to be judged

↑

Start 
time

↑

End 
time

↑

Criterion 
Formula

↑

Forward 
error

↑

Negative 
error

{Tct↑1, Tct↓2 } {Isf1 * 10 + Uf2} 0.1 0.1

Figure 5: Diagram of criteria grammar.
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+e core idea is to obtain the decision or classification rules
for uncertain problems through knowledge reduction, while
the classification ability is unchanged [19]. VPRS introduces
the threshold parameter β, which indicates that the classi-
fication error rate can exist within a certain range. +e
general value range of β is 0.5< β≤ 1 [20]; when β� 1, VPRS
is the classic rough set.

VPRS can be expressed as a quadruple S�<U, A, V, f>,
where U� {y1, y2, . . ., yn} is the universe, that is, by the
sample object yi(i� 1, 2, . . ., n) consisting of a finite set;
A�C∪D, C∩D�∅, C� {a1, a2, . . .ap} is a finite set of
conditional attributes, D is a set of decision attributes, Va is
the range of attribute a, f is the information function, f:
U×A⟶V is a single mapping, that is, ∀a∈A, y ∈U, f(y, a)∈
Va, and f(y, a) is the information value of each attribute of
each object in U [21].

By using the parameter interpretation results of a large
number of single machine faults stored in HBase, all pa-
rameters that are abnormal when the fault is retrieved are
retrieved to form the condition attribute set C, and the fault
state of single machine is the decision attribute D.

4.3.1. Fault Dependency Calculation. +e dependency of
decision attribute D and condition attribute C in VPRS is
defined as follows:

K � c(C, D, β) �
|pos(C, D, β)|

|U|
, (1)

where pos(C, D, β) is the positive region of β.
Based on the attribute dependency calculationmethod of

VPRS, the dependency degree between single machine fault
and each interpretation parameter is analyzed quantitatively.

4.3.2. Key Parameters. In VPRS, the impact of the condi-
tional attribute set C on the classification after removing the
attribute r is

K(C, r{ }, β) � |c(C, D, β) − c(C − r{ }, D, β)|. (2)

+e impact of a single attribute r on classification is
expressed as c({r},D, β); then the importance of the attribute
r can be defined as

sig(C, r{ }, β) � K(C, r{ }, β) + c( r{ }, D, β). (3)

+e larger the value is, the more important the attribute
is. It means that the abnormal parameter has a greater
impact on the single machine state. With this method, the
importance ranking of the interpretation parameters can be
carried out, and the key parameters affecting the single
machine fault state can be found [22, 23].

4.3.3. Parameter Reduction. +e attribute reduction of the
variable precision rough set is to reduce the condition at-
tribute. If the dependency of a single attribute r, c({r},D, β) is
equal to c(C, D, β), the condition attribute is considered as a
redundant attribute.

+rough this method, unnecessary parameters can be
removed from many interpretation parameters, and then
diagnosis rules can be extracted from the simplified pa-
rameters, which can better serve the real-time state diagnosis
of a single machine.

4.3.4. Value Reduction. After attribute reduction, the de-
cision table forms a decision rule for each sample. However,
these rules are not the most streamlined and can be sim-
plified by the following methods: For each rule in the de-
cision rule set, if any attribute in the rule is removed and the
rule does not conflict with other rules in the set, this attribute
is deleted from the rule.

After value reduction, all diagnostic rules do not contain
redundant condition attributes, which means that the most
concise diagnostic rules are obtained from the diagnostic
model.

5. Example Verification

In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed
“double-layer interpretation” architecture, taking the
Long March series XX launch vehicle in Figure 6 as an
example, the front end of the instrument cabin is selected
as the single equipment for the research. +is single
machine is mainly responsible for testing the temperature
and overload of the instrument cabin and judging the
status of the instrument cabin. +e main parameters
collected by this single machine include the following:
front cabin thermocouple verification (c1), front cabin
inner wall temperature (c2), front cabin noise (c3), front
cabin end handle root inner wall temperature (c4), front
cabin end handle root cavity temperature (c5), tempera-
ture of the inner wall near the front handle of the front
cabin (c6), front cabin vibration frequency (c7), high ac-
curacy overload of the front cabin (c8), pitching attitude
angle (c9), rolling attitude angle (c10), front end cold end
compensation (c11), tip handle head pressure (c12), and tip
handle tail pressure (c13).

5.1. Implementation of Edge-Interpretation Layer.
According to the requirements of the edge-interpretation
layer in Section 2, upgrade the function of the data receiver
on the arrow telemetry subsystem and add data storage,
threshold comparison calculation, and data transmission
hardware modules. When conducting sum-check of simu-
lation flight at the range, the bus pushes the data of 13
monitoring parameters to the edge nodes at a speed of
10,000-bit rate. After the threshold interpretation, the local
cache and screening are performed according to the flow of
Figure 4 and then uploaded to the interpretation server at an
average speed of 100 bits.+erefore, the total amount of data
transmitted is reduced to 1%.

From the HBase database, search the fault history data of
the single head end handle single machine, and select the
eight sets of abnormal data shown in Table 2.
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5.2. Implementation of Higher-Grade Criterion in Interpretation
Server Layer. HBase column database and Qt cross-platform
programming language are used to develop automatic in-
terpretation software, which mainly implements functions
such as data reception, criterion management, real-time
automatic interpretation, and interpretation result sending.
According to the specific interpretation requirements of the
parameters, the syntax of the APIL language in Section 4.1,
and the higher-grade criteria in Section 4.2, write the higher-
grade criteria of the parameters. For the syntax of higher-
grade criteria, the input .l and .y syntax files are compiled
into .h and .cpp files that can be directly called by QT and
C++ programs by using flex lexical compiler and bison
syntax compiler.

+e input of the .l and .y files and the output of the .h and
.cpp files in this example verification are shown in Figure 7,
and some high-level criteria for some parameters are shown
in Figure 8. In the autointerpretation software, the real-time
input interpretation data of the edge layer is read, the higher-
grade criteria designed in Figure 8 are selected, and the

specific interpretation process is performed, as shown in
Figure 9.

By viewing the final interpretation report, the results of
threshold and higher-grade interpretation of parameters c11,
c12, and c13 are normal. Samples u5, u6, and u7 are input into
the existing diagnostic rule base, and it is determined that the
stand-alone status is normal in these three cases. +erefore,
these parameters and samples are not taken into consid-
eration for subsequent real-time status diagnosis in the
diagnostic model, and new diagnostic rules are extracted
from the remaining abnormal parameters and fault samples.

5.3. Real-Time Diagnosis Based on VPRS. +e diagnosis
model is constructed and the diagnosis rules are extracted
according to the following steps.

Step 1. Build the original decision table
Construct the universe setU� {u1, u2, u3, u4, u8}, 5 sets of

interpretation sample data as the original decision table, and

Table 2: Original data of c10∼c13 parameters.

Sample
Interpretation parameter

Time
c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 c8 c9 c10 c11 c12 c13

u1 0.1 0.2 9.6 1.3 2.3 0.8 1.7 9.4 0.1 0.6 1.5 107 98 2
u2 0.3 8.1 10 0.1 1.1 0.1 0.2 10 0.1 0.2 1.8 159 140 3
u3 0.1 0.3 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.3 9.7 0.1 0.6 0.1 0.8 164 170 5
u4 0.5 0.2 0.8 9.9 0.1 0.2 9.4 1 0.8 1 0.7 145 130 8
u5 9.1 1.1 1 0.4 0.6 0.2 0.7 0.2 0.9 8.6 0.6 185 145 10
u6 0.1 9.4 6.6 0.3 8.8 0.7 9.4 9.4 0.1 4.5 2.8 196 163 15
u7 0.3 1.2 9.3 0.7 0.4 0.2 1.1 0.5 8 0.3 1.8 145 128 18
u8 0.5 0.7 9.5 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.3 10 9.7 0.7 1.7 98 91 20
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Booster tail

First stage 
tail section

Booster inter-
tank section

First stage liquid 
hydrogen tank

Booster head cone
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Secondary engine
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Booster engine 
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Figure 6: Long March XX Rocket.
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10 interpretation parameters C� {c1, c2, . . ., c10}, as the set of
conditional attributes in the decision table. According to the
interpretation results of the parameters and the actual sit-
uation of the test, determine the type of single machine
failure D� {d1, d2, . . ., d4} as the decision attribute set of the
decision table. Among them, d1 represents the front cabin
overload, d2 represents the front cabin temperature ab-
normality, d3 represents the front cabin vibration abnor-
mality, and d4 represents contact friction between the end
handle and the inner wall.

Step 2. Data standardization
+e condition attributes in the original decision table are

standardized by Z-core normalization method, as shown in
the following equation:

xj �
xj − E xj 

D xj 
, j � 1, 2, . . . m. (4)

In the previous equation, E(xj) represents the mean value
of the characteristic variable xj, and D(xj) is the standard
deviation corresponding to the characteristic variable xj.

Figure 8: Higher-grade criterion of parameters.

Figure 7: Input and output files of flex and bison.
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Step 3. Data discretization
For the condition attributes and decision attributes in

Table 2, discretization is needed after standardization
according to Step 2. Take the interval value of [0, 5] as 0 and
the interval value of [5, 10] as 1, and divide the range of
continuous attributes into several subintervals to obtain the
discrete decision table S’, as shown in Table 3.

Step 4. Parameter dependency and importance calculation
According to formula (1), the dependence of fault state

on each parameter is calculated; then, according to the
calculation results of parameter dependence and according
to formulas (2) and (3), the importance of parameters is
calculated, and finally the order of parameter importance
can be obtained as follows: c8 > c4 > c7 > c2 > c9 > c5 > c3 > c6 >
c10 > c1. It can be seen that the key parameter among the 10
parameters is c8. In the subsequent manual interpretation
and autointerpretation, according to the importance of the
parameters, selectively increase the data upload amount of c8
and c4 and other parameters and speed up the sampling
frequency of c8 and c4 and other parameters to focus on.

Step 5. Parameter reduction
According to the method in Section 4.3.3, set the

threshold β� 0.9, use the VPRS knowledge reduction al-
gorithm to reduce the 10 parameters, and the final reduced
parameter set is {c2, c4, c7, c8, c9}.

Step 6. Value reduction
For the decision table after attribute reduction, each

sample forms a diagnostic rule. +e value reduction method
in Section 4.3.4 is used to remove redundant parameters in

each diagnostic rule, and the minimum reduction rule is
obtained as shown in Table 4.

Step 7. Extract diagnostic rules
+e diagnostic rules are extracted for each fault sample

after attribute reduction and value reduction in Table 4, and
the results are as follows:

Rule 1: IF(c2∈[0,5]∩c8∈ [5,10]∩c9∈ [0,5] or c8∈ [5,10]∩
c9∈ [5,10]) THEN d1(Front cabin overload)
Rule 2: IF(c2∈ [5,10]∩c7∈ [0,5]) THEN d2(Front cabin
temperature abnormal)
Rule 3: IF(c4∈ [0,5]∩c7∈ [5,10]) THEN d3(Front cabin
vibration abnormal)
Rule 4: IF(c4∈ [5,10]) THEN d4(Contact friction of
inner wall of tip handle)

+ese rules are matched with the existing diagnostic rule
library. If they are new rules, they are added to the rule base.

It can be seen from the range test that the real-time
data of 13 parameters were initially collected at the edge,
and the “double-layer interpretation” was used at the
edge-interpretation layer to reduce the parameter data
amount to 1/10 of the original. +en, in the interpretation
server layer diagnosis model, the simplest diagnostic rules
are obtained after reduction by VPRS theory. With two or
three parameters, or even one parameter, the fault status
of a single equipment can be determined, which greatly
improves the efficiency of real-time diagnosis.

5.4. Discussion. Fault diagnosis is very important to the
safety and reliability of equipment. +ere are many methods
for equipment fault diagnosis. Some studies use machine

Figure 9: Perform process of autointerpretation.
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learning, artificial intelligence, and other methods, while
others are based on current, acoustics, vibration, thermal
analysis, and so on. In [10], an original method for feature
extraction of thermal images BCAoID is proposed. +e
computed features were analyzed using the Nearest
Neighbor classifier and the backpropagation neural network.
It turns out to be the case that thermal images are a fast and
noninvasive diagnostic method. It can be used for me-
chanical and electrical faults of the machine.+is paper aims
at the core problem that we have to use postinterpretation
because of the large amount of interpretation data, so all the
work focuses on how to reduce the amount of interpretation
data and improve the speed of fault diagnosis, in order to
achieve on-line interpretation and real-time diagnosis.
+erefore, this paper uses VPRS method for fault diagnosis
of rocket’s single equipment. +is method makes full use of
large amounts of historical data and real-time data and uses
big data mining technology to extract knowledge and in-
telligence. Finally, it can not only diagnose the current fault
state of rocket’s single equipment but also continuously
simplify and optimize the diagnostic rules of equipment
diagnosis. In the follow-up study, we will try to use thermal,
acoustic, and other means for fault diagnosis.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

+e main contributions in this paper are summarized as
follows:

(1) By deploying the edge layer before the existing
server, a “double-layer interpretation” architecture
that includes the edge-interpretation layer and server
interpretation layer is constructed.

(2) +e specific process of edge interpretation is given.
+rough filtering the data according to the threshold
interpretation, the amount of interpretation data is
reduced and makes it possible to conduct real-time
interpretation.

(3) In the interpretation server layer, AIPL criterion
modeling language and high-grade criterion are
designed to interpret the abnormal parameters
further. VPRS is used to mine diagnostic rules from
historical fault data, establish real-time diagnostic
model, and realize the real-time diagnosis.

(4) +e feasibility and effectiveness of the designed
double-layer on-line interpretation and real-time
diagnosis system are validated experimentally.

In addition to the VPRS method used in this paper, there
are many other similar methods for status diagnosis at the
interpretation server layer. Limited by the length of the
article, we only adopt the VPRS method. In our next re-
search, more methods will be tried to solve this problem, and
the most suitable one will be selected finally through
comparison of method results.
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